
WHAT WOULD BE THE BEST WAY FOR
ME TO SELL MY INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY
WITHOUT IT BECOMING PROBLEMATIC?

As a serious seller you will need to have your property documentation on hand and ready
to pass on to a serious buyer. The timing of up-to-date documentation can make or break
a sale. Frustrating a qualified buyer by being unable to provide the necessary
documentation for a due diligence would see your property listing periods increase. Long
listing periods could diminish a buyer’s confidence in the property and could see the seller
fetching a price below expectation. Whilst there is no need to furnish these documents
“willy-nilly” your broker/s should be experienced enough to know how to handle the
request for these documents and the process of unlocking them. Generally, serious
written intent from a buyer should allow the purchaser access to the due diligence
documentation. Your broker should be able to provide you guidance as to what
documents you will need to obtain.

HAVE YOUR DUCKS IN A ROW

Seller’s often over-inflate the list price in the hope to achieve a happy medium with a buyer
during a negotiation that doesn’t erode their minimum price achievement. Whilst the
psychology behind this makes sense in a Seller’s mind, when the pendulum swings to a
buyer’s market and the buyers are spoilt for choice, they will overlook overpriced stock. This  
is yet another factor that leads to increased listing periods and diminishes the perceived
value of the property.

PRICE TO SELL



When marketing a property for sale (or lease for
that matter) it is important that the property is
well kept and presentable for viewings. Vacant
properties are often left to deteriorate over
time with overgrown gardens, dirty interiors or
broken features. This  immediately leads the
prospective buyer to think that the Seller is not
in a financial position to maintain the property
and lends itself to “cheeky’ price offers.

KEEP IT TIDY 

A seller should engage the services of a reputable brokerage when deciding whether to sell
or not. By way of a comparative market analysis, the brokerage should be in a position to
provide valuable information on the demand/supply in a node as well as pricing in that node  
among other information. Brokerages act as marketing companies coupled with advisory 
 services. A reputable brokerage will have an in-depth knowledge of how to leverage online
marketing mediums as well as farm from a qualified list of buyers to expedite the sales
process by filtering out time-wasters and buyers who are unable to perform.

CHOOSE THE RIGHT BROKERAGE/BROKER

Warehouse Finder is a CRE Africa company. CRE Africa is a specialist commercial real estate group with offices in
Johannesburg, Pretoria, Cape Town and Durban.

Our services include Leasing, Sales, Investments, Developments, Property 
 

Management, Facilities Management, Commercial Space Planning and Fitout, and Consulting

For more information visit us at www.warehousefinder.co.za or www.cre-africa.com

Adhering to these few guidelines should see your property sell relatively quicker than
most  and at your desired price point. 

 

For expert assistance in buying or selling commercial property,

please feel free to contact her.

Taschy Fourie is the National Head of Sales for Warehouse

Finder / CRE Africa.

tash@warehousefinder.co.za

083 633 0901 | 086 000 9531


